
in damage of Co-op equipment and 
appliances in homes.

In addition to being located at power 
generating facilities, where regulators 
control the output of the facility, 
regulators are found in two different 
places on Sam Houston Electric 
Cooperative’s system—substations 
and feeders.
 
At substations, regulators ensure that 
a constant voltage is flowing out of the 
substation and onto distribution lines 
that run to Co-op members. Though 
transformers are used here to step 
voltages down from the high-voltage 
transmission line to the lower-voltage 
distribution lines that feed your house, 
voltage fluctuations can still occur.
 
Ryan Brown, Sam Houston EC engineer, 
said that these fluctuations occur from 
different loadings, hot temperatures 
and fluctuations in the voltage received 

How Does it work?

In the last article of the “How Does 
It Work” series, we shared how 
transformers are used to step down 
voltage to a level appropriate for the 
intended use—be it transmission from 
the generating facility, distribution to 
your home or power to your laptop. 
However, transformers aren’t the 
only important piece of equipment in 
delivering reliable electricity. 
 

Without voltage regulators, 
undervoltage and overvoltage 
conditions could occur—resulting 

Voltage regulators
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from transmission lines. Regulators 
are incredibly important to substations 
because, by maintaining a consistent and 
proper voltage, they protect very expensive 
equipment from being damaged.

Regulators can also be found on 
feeders—a distribution line that 
provides power to a smaller area like a 
neighborhood or subdivision. Brown 
said that regulators are commonly found 
on longer feeders because voltage can 
decrease as it travels a long distance. 

With a regulator there to 
ensure consistent voltage, 
members at the very end 
of the line receive the 
same level of voltage to 
their homes as those at the 
beginning of the line.
 
Voltage regulators operate much like the 
transformers discussed in the previous 
“How Does It Work” article. Inside every 
regulator are windings, with several taps, 
usually made of copper or aluminum, 
wound around an iron core that acts as a 
magnetic circuit. The ratio of the number 
of turns in each winding determines the 
level of conversion to step up or step 
down voltage.
 
However, unlike transformers, regulators 
have several sets of taps, allowing them 
to transform multiple levels of voltage 
to produce a consistent voltage output. 
Because of this, when a regulator receives 
a voltage that is too high or too low, it can 
convert it to the appropriate level.
 
Though their job may seem simple, 
regulators are a vital piece of equipment 
on the electric grid and are necessary 
to ensure that Sam Houston EC can 
continue to provide you with consistent 
and reliable service.

[PHoto] at substations, regulators ensure 
that a constant voltage is flowing out 
of the substation and onto distribution 
lines that run to sam Houston electric 
Cooperative members. 

Voltage regulators are 
designed to maintain a 
constant voltage level—
ensuring that electrical 
equipment functions 
properly and Co-op 
members receive a constant 
level of voltage to power 
their home. 
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Your swimming 
pool doesn’t have 
to be a drain on 
your electric bill. 
Simply covering 
it will go a long 
way to reducing 
evaporation, 
which will cut 

back on refilling and reheating. Also, 
consider investing in a high-efficiency 
or multi-speed pool pump when it’s 
time for a replacement—they cost more 
but save a lot more energy than older 
models. Visit EnergySavers.gov for 
more info.

Co-oP ConneCtions

Sam Houston Electric Cooperative 
proudly congratulates each of the 2013 
scholarship winners. We wish you great 
success as you pursue your goals of 
higher education.

$3,000 Scholarship Winners          
Tyler Abramski—New Waverly
Kaleb Bendy—Chester
Riley Browder—Coldspring-Oakhurst 
Kendra Caswell—Tarkington
Dusty Conroy—Coldspring-Oakhurst
Ashton Creel—Big Sandy
Kacie Dewberry—Corrigan-Camden
Jenifer Escott—Huntsville
A. D. Glover—Livingston
Sara Grimes—Chester
Kathryn Guilbeau—Caney Creek
Isai Hernandez—Leggett
Shelley D. Maddox—Diboll 

Matthew Moore—Good Samaritan   
     Fellowship
Paola Morales—Shepherd
Laura Parrish—Huntington
Shelby Pate—Chester
Rubina M. Pina—Goodrich
Ashley Raska—Caney Creek
Leslie Rojas—Crosby 
Tiffany Schlagel—Shepherd
Casey Skrabanek—Dayton
Megan Stensland—Tarkington
Seth Walters—Tarkington
Tullina Wilson—Shepherd

$1,500 Vocational Winners
Kelly Arnett—Onalaska
Michael Calderon—Coldspring-      
     Oakhurst 
Joseph Duff—Livingston
Elizabeth Garzon—Goodrich
Nicholas Robinson—Livingston
Kristian Tucker—Livingston

Sam Houston EC scholarships are funded 
by unclaimed capital credits returned to 
the Cooperative by the State of Texas, and 
are awarded to area high school seniors 
whose parents or legal guardians are 
members of Sam Houston EC. For more 
information, visit www.samhouston.net.

A supplemental program to 
the already widely successful 
prescription discount 
program, Healthy Savings 

Discounts offers significant savings on lab 
and imaging services, chiropractic, dental, 
vision and hearing care.

To redeem your Healthy Savings 
discount, simply show your Co-op 
Connections Card to participating 
providers. The Healthy Savings 
Discounts program is not insurance, 
nor is it intended to replace insurance. 
The plan simply provides discounts at 
participating healthcare providers for 
medical services.

Since many insurance plans do not 
have provisions for dental, hearing and 
vision care, Healthy Savings Discounts 
gives Sam Houston EC members access 
to big savings.

To locate providers that participate 
in the Healthy Savings program, call 
1-800-800-7616 with your card handy or 
visit www.healthysavings.coop. 

Savings examples include 10 to 60 
percent off eyeglasses, contact lenses 
and eye exams; 20 to 40 percent 
discounts on a range of dental 
care services; and 30 percent off 
chiropractic treatments. 

Your Co-op 
Connections Card 
is full of savings! 
Find out where 
you can save at 

www.connections.coop/samhoustonec. 
Here are just a few of our local offers.

B&B Stake Company              
Livingston, TX 77351    
936-327-2161     
M-Th, 7:30-5; F, 7:30-4:30
Offer: 4% discount   

Willis Curves       
10535 FM 1097 W, Willis, TX 77318    
936-890-7299     
www.williscurves.com     
M-W, 2:30 - 6:30; Th-F, 2:30 - 6:00; 
Sat. 8:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.    
Offer: 50% discount on sign-up fee (12 
month check draft only), 10% discount 
on all supplements for first year.         

Junktique Antique & Collectibles              
2145 N Wheeler St., Jasper, TX 75951
409-384-4166     
www.junktiquetx.com
T-Sat, 9-5
Offer: One free Rada Cutlery 
Tomato Slicing Knife.                                                                                                                                           
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relay for life team raises nearly $9,000

Sam Houston Electric Cooperative 
employees, family and friends came 
out in full Relay spirit at this year’s 
Polk County event. Held April 26-27 
at Pedigo Park in Livingston, the 2013 
Relay for Life event celebrated with a 
movie theme.

Sam Houston EC joined in as the 
Flintstone family, including appearances 
by Fred, Wilma, Barney and Betty. The 
team sold sausage on a stick and drinks, 
and gave participants a chance to spin 
the prize wheel.

Raffle tickets were also sold for prizes—
an Apple iPad, Kindle Fire, a fishing 
trip and casino trip. Winners included 
Ronnie Hindsman, Stephanie Spore and 
Jeff Slone, all of Livingston.

The opening 
ceremony began 
at 7 p.m., followed 
by the celebratory 
survivor lap and 
the luminaria 
ceremony at 
9 p.m. Relay 
walkers kept up 
the momentum 
throughout the 
evening, circling 
the track until  
7 a.m.

This Relay season, Sam Houston 
Electric Cooperative alone raised 
nearly $9,000. Teams from around 
Polk County joined together to 
raise $235,000 to be donated to the 
American Cancer Society.

According to the American Cancer 
Society, each year, more than 4 million 
people in over 20 countries raise much-
needed funds and awareness to save 
lives from cancer through the Relay For 
Life movement. And thanks to their 
research and education over half of all 
cancer patients survive today.

Sam Houston EC proudly supports this 
effort as one of Polk County’s top Relay 
for Life fundraising teams, supporting 
the cause since 2001.

 

Retire Water Damaged Appliances 

Yep, and it‛s ruined. Better  
to get a new hair dryer  
than an electric shock! 

Oh no! My hair dryer 
fell in the sink… 

Don‛t touch it  
until I turn off  
the breaker. 

Right. Even though it was  
off, I could still get shocked. 
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Retire Water Damaged Appliances

,

leaDersHiP eDuCation

Sam Houston Electric Cooperative had 
two employees complete the National 
Rural Electric Cooperative Association’s 
Management Internship Program.

Doug Kouba [right], Sam Houston 
EC engineering supervisor, and Keith 
Stapleton, Sam Houston EC chief 
communications officer, received their 
MIP certificate in early 2013.

MIP is an intensive six-week program 
held at the Fluno Center for Executive 
Education at the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison. It is broken 
into three, two-week units that focus 
on different management issues. The 
program provides a comprehensive 
analysis of the functions and processes 
of management and emphasizes the 
practical applications of these factors. 
MIP attendees also must present 
the results of a personal project that 
applies classroom experiences learned 
during the program to issues at the 
attendee’s cooperative.
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One bright, sunny day in a boggy  East Texas meadow, a 
fly goes looking for an easy meal. Soon, he is attracted to 
an area with dozens of strange but friendly looking plants 
with sweet-smelling nectar. After landing at the top of a 
cylindrical leaf, the fly loses its footing and falls into the 
cavity—never to escape.

The fly is now trapped inside the cavity, unable to climb 
up due to downward facing, hair-like structures. Within 
minutes, it grows tired, eventually drowning in a pool of 
digestive enzymes at the bottom of the cavity.

Scientifically named Sarracenia alata, the East Texas pitcher 
plant, native to the eastern parts of North America, requires 
full sun. Its leaves are able to tolerate temperatures up to 
105 degrees; however, its roots can’t handle the summer heat 
and must be kept constantly wet and cool (not higher than 80 
degrees). This is why you will find them growing in the wild, 
only where freshwater seeps continually flow.
 
These wet, sandy soils are nutrient-poor, lacking in 
compounds containing essential nitrogen and phosphorus. 
However, pitcher plants are perfectly adapted to grow here. 
For it is the digested bodies of insects, spiders and even small 
amphibians that provide these missing nutrients. In fact, if 
grown in fertile soil, the plant will produce only flat, “normal” 
looking leaves rather than cylindrical tubes.
 
Surprisingly, certain species of insect larvae actually thrive inside 
a hollow pitcher plant leaf. Feasting on larger prey that falls into 
the tube, the larvae excrete nutrients that are needed by the plant. 
Getting in on the action, at least 800 species of bacteria (similar 
to those found in animal digestive systems), fungi and algae 
have been found in the pitcher plant’s digestive fluid, forming a 
fascinating micro-community in the bottom of each leaf.
 
Clearly, this is no ordinary photosynthetic organism.

Pitcher plants arise from horizontal rhizomes in late spring, 
their leaves often growing to heights of two feet. Flowering 
occurs throughout the summer, producing exotic looking, pale 

yellow blooms. Hanging from the top of the plant with a 
ball-shaped structure in their centers, the flowers resemble 
an upside down umbrella.
 
In late summer to early autumn, all of the pitcher leaves 
begin to die down and the plants go dormant for the 
winter. However, they stay alive as underground rhizomes, 
reemerging once again as trumpet-shaped tubes in the spring.
 
Unfortunately, populations of pitcher plants in the wild are 
currently in decline due to fewer fires (needed to remove 
plants that block sunlight), extended drought, draining of 
wetlands and collectors who dig them up to grow, often 
unsuccessfully, at home.

the modified leaves form a long hollow tube that attracts insects. 
after falling into the tube, the insects are digested and the 
nutrients are used by the plants.

By Janet Myers
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 Though pitcher plants can be ordered online as small 
or mature plants and cultivated outside their natural 
habitat, their specific root requirements make them a 
difficult challenge to keep alive. They can also be grown 
from seed, as long as the seeds are stratified (exposed to 
cold temperatures).
 
Looking like a happy, chatty crowd of party-goers, 
a stand of East Texas pitcher plants knows how to 
make the most of a good opportunity. However, those 
unwitting flies and other small creatures who venture 
too close will find that nature’s dinner table has been 
turned. For here, while searching for an easy meal, they 
stumble onto the pitcher plant’s menu.

Pitcher plants often form large colonies and carnivorous 
plants require sunny locations, sandy soil and cool flowing 
spring seeps. 

the two-foot-tall tubes reach skyward, 
emitting an insect attractant. after entering 
the tube, an insect cannot exit. it dies, 
providing nutrients to the plant.

To see pitcher plants in their native habitat, visit the 
Pitcher Plant Trail or the Sundew Trail at the Big 
Thicket National Preserve, located 15 to 20 miles south 
of Woodville near Highway 69 (contact the Big Thicket 
National Preserve for maps and directions).

new leaves consist of a flat blade with only a hooked top. after a 
few days, a hollow tube forms through the length of the blade and 
a hood shields the opening, resembling a smile.

Janet Ruth MyeRs, fRoM the Lake saM RaybuRn aRea, 
has authoRed dozens of Magazine aRticLes and 
fRequentLy woRks with heR husband, photogRapheR 
stephan MyeRs. she is cuRRentLy woRking on an ebook 
noveL seRies that wiLL be avaiLabLe next yeaR.
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EACH AUTUMN, avid leaf peepers jump in their cars and 
journey hundreds of miles across East Texas to feast their 
eyes on a smorgasbord of color displayed in yards and along 
roadsides and forest margins. Morphing from summer green to 
shades of cardinal red, lemon yellow and burnt orange, maple 
trees, in all their leafy glory, give these woodland settings a 
palette of vibrant hues almost too perfect to describe.
 
During spring, maples form small clusters of reddish or 
yellowish-green flowers. If fertilized, they form a pair of 
curved, winged seeds called samaras. When mature, the pink, 
red or green samaras, twirl down like little helicopters, hoping 
to find agreeable soil and dappled shade in which to sprout.
 
Although many believe Texas has only one species of maple, 
there are, in fact, five native species of maple in the state. Four 
of these populate in East Texas: the red maple, southern sugar 
maple, chalk maple and box elder. The fifth Texas species, the 
big tooth maple, grows wild in widely scattered areas of central 
and west Texas.
 
All maple trees produce the trademark three to five lobed 
leaves that drop from the trees in late autumn. Subtle 
differences in structure, color and texture of these leaves help 
distinguish the different species.
 
Red MAple
Known also as the Drummond red maple, swamp maple and 
Trident red maple, the red maple (Acer rubrum) is the most 
numerous and widespread maple tree in Texas. With an 
upright, oval crown, this lovely species grows 40 to 60 feet in 
height and prefers wet soils. The leaves of the red maple, which 
turn golden yellow or flaming crimson in the fall, have three to 
five lobes.
 
SoutheRn SugAR MAple
A small, spreading tree, the southern sugar maple (Acer 
barbatum) has been used in the past to produce delicious 
East Texas maple syrup—from which maple sugar and maple 
candies are made. Usually gold in the fall, their dead leaves 
cling to the branches until the following spring. This species 
typically grows 20 to 30 feet tall, flourishing along streambeds 
at lower elevations. Also known as the Florida maple, Caddo 

BY JANET MYERS

[PHoto, below]
in february, maple trees 

produce small, nondescript 
flowers, that, after fertilization, 

produce two-winged seeds 
known as samaras.

[PHoto, background] 
the Drummond red 

maple is the most 
commonly 

seen maple in east 
texas. During the 

growing season, its 
green leaves blend into 
the forest background. 

But in autumn, its 
leaves, although 

variable in color from 
year to year, range from 

yellow to orange to 
crimson red, sometimes 

displaying all these 
colors in a single leaf.
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maple and rock maple, the southern sugar maple is more heat 
tolerant than its cousin, the northern sugar maple.

ChAlk MAple
Rarest and perhaps the most attractive of all East Texas 
maples, the chalk maple (Acer leucoderme) is also called the 
white bark maple and chalk bark maple. Found in only three 
locations in the state, one of which is the Sabine National 
Forest, the chalk maple’s rounded crown usually grows only 25 
to 30 feet in height.
 
Chalk maple leaves have five lobes and appear to droop as they 
hang from the branches. Their leaves are not only smaller 
than those of other maple species, but they also have a velvety 
underside that is tinted yellowish-green during summer. 
Typically, the chalk maple has two to three trunks. Autumn 
color tends to be yellow-orange to crimson red, surpassing 
even the southern sugar maple in sheer, technicolor beauty.
 
Box eldeR
The box elder (Acer negundo) is also known as the ash leaf 
maple. It prefers wet soils and is most often found along 
coastal areas and the banks of streams and bayous. Growing 
35 to 50 feet in height, the box elder has a short trunk, widely 
spreading branches and light green summer foliage. Because 
it produces seeds in winged samaras, the box elder is classified 
as a maple; however, its leaves are divided into several leaflets 
and rarely turn bright colors in the fall.
 
When selecting trees for your own landscaping, consider 
planting one or more species of maple. Generally shade 
tolerant, they prefer dappled light for optimal growth in damp, 
but well-drained soil. They make excellent under-story trees, 
especially if you enjoy autumn foliage. Chalk and sugar maples 
tend to be slow growing, whereas red and box elder grow 
rapidly, sometimes adding two feet in height in a single year.
 
So, when the wanderlust days of summer begin to wane 
and nature starts to weave its mystical tapestry of chilling 
temperatures, golden sunlight and gentle rain, you’ll be ready 
to see our regional maples bring the splendor of New England 
right home to East Texas. These majestic trees will be on 
brilliant display in a neighborhood or national forest near you.

[PHoto, below] 
although never obvious, a 
side-by-side comparison 

of the chalk maple leaf 
(left) and southern sugar 
leaf (right) display some 

subtle differences. 

[PHoto, background] 
the chalk maple is texas’ 
rarest and most beautiful 
maple, generally turning 
orange to deep crimson 
in autumn. it is found in 
only three locations in 
texas and is classified as 
threatened throughout 
the united states.



Don’t Let Paying 
your BiLL 
G e t  i n  t h e  way  o f  L i v i n G  L i f e
Life is fun…sitting down to pay bills isn’t. At Sam Houston Electric Cooperative, we make 
paying your bill easy and convenient with a variety of options. Automatic payments, credit 
card, check, remote payment options or even online—we’ve got you covered so you can keep 
the lights on and your schedule open.
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